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Biography 
Duane Pederson (1938-), a key figure in the Jesus Movement, was raised in Minnesota and 
moved to California to pursue a career as an entertainer.  He started the Hollywood Free Paper 
(HPF) in 1969 as a Christian response to the countercultural underground newspapers. 
Circulation grew rapidly and the HFP became the most widely distributed Jesus paper, spreading 
news of the Jesus Movement from California to Europe. In an interview with a reporter, 
Pederson coined the term “Jesus People.” Through the Hollywood Free Paper, he became a well-
known voice for the Jesus People during the 1970s, providing leadership and bringing cohesion 
to the Movement from California to Europe and Asia. Additionally, he sponsored many concerts 
at the Hollywood Palladium that drew together some of the best Christian musicians of the day. 
From the beginning, his ministry extended to the poor and marginalized. He worked extensively 
with Corrie ten Boom in ministry to prisoners, and he served as pastor of a church in Venice with 
an active ministry to street children.  In the 1980s, Pederson became an evangelist in the 
Missionary Church and was later ordained as a priest in the Antiochian Orthodox Church. As of 
2010, Pederson continues his ministry to prisoners and the poor.  
 
The Hollywood Free Paper was issued with the title “Hollywood Free Paper” from 1969-1978. 
From 1979-1980, it became “Visit” and was a ministry to prisoners under the ministry name of 
Christian Prison Volunteers. It ceased publication in 1980 and briefly resumed from 1987-1988 
under the former title of “Hollywood Free Paper.” All versions were edited by Duane Pederson. 
 
For more information, see: http://www.hollywoodfreepaper.org 
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Scope and Content 
The Duane Pederson, Jesus People International, and Hollywood Free Paper Collection consists 
of material dating throughout the latter half of the 20th century, but the bulk of the collection 
covers the decade from 1969-1979. The principal focus of the collection is the Jesus People 
movement. Formats include periodicals, books, correspondence, newsletters, manuscripts, 
photographs, other forms of media, and memorabilia.  
 
The collection includes a complete set of all issues of the Hollywood Free Paper, various Jesus 
People publications, ministry newsletters, correspondence, recordings, films, posters, artwork, 
memorabilia, and over 15,000 photos preserved by Duane Pederson. Awards, clippings, and 
other documentation are in the collection. Materials relating to the Jesus People archival 
collection opening at Fuller Seminary on May 15-16, 2010 are included. 
 
 
Subjects: 
Hollywood (Los Angeles, Calif.) -- Religion. 
Hollywood Free Paper 
Jesus People 
Pentecostalism 
Religions 
Religious newspapers and periodicals 
Social movements 
Underground newspapers 
United Missionary Church 
United States Religious life and customs 
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Arrangement 
This collection has been organized into 57 boxes consisting of 8 series as follows: 
 
Series 1: Writings of Duane Pederson and HFP (Boxes 1-5) 
I. 1:  Hollywood Free Paper and related publications 
I. 2:  Duane Pederson’s books 
I. 3:  Articles and manuscripts (by Duane Pederson or related to HFP) 
I.4:  Mock-ups 
 
Series 2: Correspondence (Box 6) 
II.1:  Alphabetized files 
II.2:  HFP letters to editor/donations 
II.3:  Letters of endorsement 
II.4:  Greeting cards 
II.5:  Letterhead and stationery 
II.6:  Address book 
 
Series 3: Ministries (Boxes 7-11) 
III.1:  Jesus People 
III.2:  Missionary Church 
III.3:  Children’s Ministry 
III.4:  Prison Ministry 
III.5:  Duane Pederson Ministries 
 
Series 4: Photos (Boxes 12-28) 
IV.1: Chronological Photos 
IV.2: Photo CDs 
IV.3: Oversized Photos 
 
Series 5: Personal Items and Memorabilia (Boxes 29-40) 
V.1: Posters 
V.2: Original artwork 
V.3: Clothing 
V.4: Bumper stickers 
V.5: Buttons 
V.6: Memorabilia 
V.7: Awards 
V.8: Scrapbooks 
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Series 6: Media (Boxes 41-50) 
VI.1: Reel to reel 
VI.2: Videos 
VI.3: Records 
VI.4: Slides 
VI.5: Cassettes  
 
Series 7: Collected Materials (Boxes 51-57) 
VII.1: Books 
VII.2: Clippings  
VII.3: Separated Periodicals 
VII.4: Jesus People Opening 
 
Series 8:  Orthodox Ministry  
To be added 
 
 
 
Cataloger’s Notes: 
• Note: Between 2011 and 2016, Boxes 51-54 (Books) were separated from the existing 
collection. The boxes are either missing or separated to the David Allan Hubbard 
Library’s Special Collections. 
 
• Note: the collection also includes unprinted digital resources, such as electronic copies of 
photos, posters, personal notes, and comments from the Jesus People Archives Facebook 
page as well as materials from the Jesus People Opening.  Please consult a Fuller 
archivist for more information. 
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Series Description 
 
SERIES 1: Writings of Duane Pederson and HFP (Boxes 1-5)  
This series contains the publications of Duane Pederson and his associated ministries, including 
the Hollywood Free Paper and related newspapers, as well as his books, manuscripts, and mock-
ups prepared for publication.  
 
Subseries 1. 1:  Hollywood Free Paper and related publications (Boxes 1-2) 
This series consists of two complete sets (two boxes each) of the Hollywood Free Paper, 
the Hollywood Free Paper (Upper Midwest Edition), Jesus People Magazine, and Visit. 
This series should be cross-checked with the publications in Oversized Archived 
Periodicals. One usage set is located in Oversized Archived Periodicals and the other set 
is within the archival collection. The issues of the Hollywood Free Paper (Ohio Edition) 
are solely located in the Oversized Archived Periodicals. 
 
Subseries 1. 2:  Duane Pederson’s books (Box 3) 
This series contains one copy of each book published by Duane Pederson, sometimes in 
conjunction with other authors. This series should be cross-checked with items in the 
main library collection, where there may be additional copies. 
 
Subseries 1. 3:  Articles and manuscripts (Box 4) 
This series contains articles and manuscripts written by Duane Pederson or related to the 
Hollywood Free Paper.  
 
Subseries 1.4:  Mock-ups (Box 5) 
This series contains partial mock-ups of various issues from volumes 18-19 of the 
Hollywood Free Paper, Visit, as well as a mock-up of the manuscript for Orthodox 
Christian Journey. 
 
SERIES 2: Correspondence (Box 6)  
This series contains (in the following order): alphabetized correspondence files, letters to the 
editor of the Hollywood Free Paper and donation letters, letters of endorsement of Duane 
Pederson, greeting cards to Pederson, samples of the letterhead and stationery used by 
Pederson’s various ministries, and Pederson’s address book. The alphabetized files include 
correspondence from Kathryn Kuhlman. 
 
SERIES 3: Ministries (Boxes 7-11) 
This series contains documents relating to Duane Pederson’s various ministries (in the following 
order): Jesus People, the Missionary Church, children’s ministry, prison ministry, and Duane 
Pederson Ministries. The Jesus People documents include support letters, financial reports, and 
items used for publicity. The Missionary church documents include papers and correspondence 
from both of Pederson’s tenures as pastor of the Missionary Church in Venice in the mid-1970s 
and again in the early 1980s, as well as his years as a denominational evangelist. Pederson’s 
children’s ministry spanned his time in the Jesus People through the Missionary Church and 
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beyond. Many of the documents in this section relate to the Christmas for Kids ministry as well 
as Pederson’s ministry to children in Mexico. Prison ministry documents include the various 
iterations of the ministry, including International Christian Ministries, Christian Prison 
Volunteers, and the Association of Christian Prison Workers.  A training manual for prison 
volunteers is included. The materials related to Duane Pederson Ministries include newsletters 
and Christmas letters, training manuals, publicity items, and various other ministry reports.  
 
SERIES 4: Photos (Boxes 12-28) 
This series contains over 15,000 photos and negatives from the Jesus People era to Duane 
Pederson’s ministry in the 1990s. The Jesus People collection includes photos of Duane 
Pederson, beach baptisms, concerts and musicians, gatherings, and Jesus People rallies during 
the 1970s. Noteworthy photos include those of Corrie ten Boom, Kathryn Kuhlman, Lewi 
Pethrus, Brother Andrew, Pat Boone, Larry Norman, Jack Sparks, Linda Meissner, and Lonnie 
Frisbee. Many of the photos were printed in issues of the Hollywood Free Paper and other Jesus 
People publications. The photos are arranged chronologically insofar as possible. The series also 
includes copies of the photos on 15 CDs. Four boxes at the end of the series contain enlarged and 
oversized photos, some of which are mounted as posters to use for displays and publicity. 
 
SERIES 5: Personal Items and Memorabilia (Boxes 29-40) 
This series predominantly contains personal items and memorabilia from the Jesus People era, 
although other periods of Pederson’s ministry are represented as well.  These items include 29 
different Jesus People posters, original artwork from the Hollywood Free Paper and other 
publications, clothing, Jesus People bumper stickers and buttons, other memorabilia, awards 
given to Duane Pederson, and three scrapbooks.  The clothing items include Jesus People t-
shirts, the fringe leather jacket frequently worn by Pederson in photos as well as the fringed 
Bible he carried. Several of the memorabilia items bear the “One Way” logo that was distinctive 
of the Jesus People.  
 
SERIES 6: Media (Boxes 41-50) 
This series includes reel to reel, videos, records, slides, and cassettes.  The Jesus People pilot and 
recordings from the Jesus People Festivals are of particular note. Pederson’s sermons at the 
Venice church, sessions from the Congress for Prison Ministries, and training programs for the 
prison volunteer ministry are also part of this series. 
  
SERIES 7: Collected Materials (51-57) 
This series includes books, newspaper and magazine clippings, and periodicals collected by 
Duane Pederson. Most clippings date from the Jesus People era. A list of separated periodicals 
appears at the end of the collection. This series also includes materials relating to the Jesus 
People Opening at Fuller Theological Seminary May 15-16, 2010. Items include address lists 
and guest lists, the program for the opening, Duane Pederson’s remarks and Dr. David Bundy’s 
remarks, as well as filmed footage. Consult an archivist for access to digital photos and 
materials. 
 
SERIES 8:  Orthodox Ministry 
To be added 
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Box Inventory 
Series 1 
Box 1: Hollywood Free Paper, 1969-1971 
1969 HFP, volume 1 
 No. 1 We Love You, Call Collect October 7, 1969 
 No. 2 Can You Dig It? October 21, 1969 
 No. 3 Biker Cops Out November 4, 1969 
 No. 4 Thanksgiving November 18, 1969 
 No. 5 March in Hollywood December 2, 1969 
 No. 6 1970 December 16, 1969 
1970 HFP, volume 2 
    No. 1 Ecology January 6, 1970 
    No. 2 End of World January 20, 1970 
    No. 3 Christian, You're Next February 3, 1970 
    No. 4 Midnight Hour February 17, 1970 
    No. 5 Easter March March 17, 1970 
    No. 6 Easter March Photos March 24, 1970 
    No. 7 Times Pollution April 7, 1970 
    No. 8 Earth Day April 21, 1970 
    No. 9 Is There Really a Devil? May 5, 1970 
    No. 10 Strike for Peace May 19, 1970 
    No. 11 Do It - Now June 2, 1970 
    No. 12 Is War the Problem? June 16, 1970 
    No. 13 Freedom Now July 7, 1970 
    No. 14 Pollution Conspiracy July 21, 1970 
    No. 15 Somebody Lied August 4, 1970 
    No. 16 New Age Dawning August 18, 1970 
    No. 17 Are You Ready? September 3, 1970 
    No. 18 Hijacked Again Sepember 15, 1970 
    No. 19 Getting Together October 6, 1970 
    No. 20 Unity Now October 13, 1970 
    No. 21 Revolution Is On November 3, 1970 
    No. 22 Liberation November 17, 1970 
    No. 23 Superstar December 1, 1970 
    No. 24 Babe Born December 15, 1970 
1971 HFP, volume 3 
     Sp. Ed.       Wring Out the Old                                                                    January 1, 1971           
    No. 1 Escape January 5, 1971 
    No. 2 Snowstorm January 19, 1971 
    No. 3 Spiritual Revolution Day February 2, 1971 
    No. 4 Earthquakes February 16, 1971 
    No. 5 Liberated Ones March 2, 1971 
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    No. 6 Free the Prisoners March 16, 1971 
    No. 7 Jesus is Better than Hash Special Edition 
    No. 8 Jesus Shines On Death April 6, 1971 
    No. 9 If You Really Want to Know April 20, 1971 
    No. 10 How Moral is War? May 4, 1971 
    No. 11 Kloset Killings May 18, 1971 
    No. 12 Jesus Movement June 1, 1971 
    No. 13 Seek Not June 15, 1971 
    No. 14 Is Freedom Legal? July 6, 1971 
    No. 15 Jesus Loves You July 20, 1971 
    No. 16 Stoked on Jesus August 3, 1971 
    No. 17 Acid is a Teddy Bear August 17, 1971 
    No. 18 You Can't Stop Us Now September 7, 1971 
    No. 19 Back to School September 21, 1971 
    No. 20 Jesus is Love October 5, 1971 
    No. 21 Peace is Here Now October 19, 1971 
    No. 22 No More Games November 2, 1971 
    No. 23 Thank You, Jesus November 16, 1971 
    No. 24 Jesus is Alive and Well (Santa's Dead) December 7, 1971 
    No. 25 Happy New Life December 21, 1971 
 
 
Box 2: Hollywood Free Paper, 1971-1988, and Related Publications 
1972 HFP, volume 4 
No. 1 Occult, Mysticism or Jesus? January, 1972 
No. 2 Lonely? February, 1972 
No. 3 How Now Chairman Mao? March, 1972 
No. 4 And It Shall Be April, 1972 
No. 5 I Don't Know Where I Am Going May, 1972 
No. 6 I've Got Time June, 1972 
No. 7 Not a Religion, a Relationship July, 1972 
No. 8 1st Day of School August, 1972 
No. 9 Elections September, 1972 
No. 10 Fad After All October, 1972 
No. 11 Love Love Love November, 1972 
1973 HFP, volume 5 
  3rd Anniversary Issue  
No. 1 Happiness is Jesus Winter 1973 
No. 2 A Nice Guy Like You Spring 1973 
No. 3 Are You Lonely? Summer 1973 
No. 4 World Changers Autumn 1973 
No. 5 Joyous Collection of Photos Special Edition 
1974 HFP, volume 6 
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No. 1 Jesus, Power Over the Occult Special Edition 
No. 2 Venice Beach 1924 September, 1974 
No. 3 What Is Reality? October, 1974 
No. 4 Earthquakes November, 1974 
1975 HFP, volume 7 
No. 1 Famine 1975 January, 1975 
No. 2 The Big Killer March, 1975 
No. 3 Materialism May 1975 
No. 4 God, Are You Mad at Me? July 1975 
No. 5 What's Life All About? September 1975 
No. 6 Give Him Yourself November 1975 
1976 HFP, volume 8 
No. 1 Benjamin Franklin January, 1976 
No. 2 Is Your Name Being Carved? March, 1976 
No. 3 Christian Meditation May, 1976 
No. 4 Christian Meditation (2) July, 1976 
No. 5 I Am the Light of the World September, 1976 
No. 6 Our 8th Year November, 1976 
No. 7 Noticias de Vida (Spanish edition of HFP) Special Edition 
1977 HFP, volume 9 
No. 1 Turn Around January, 1977 
No. 2 I Wanted to Impress People April, 1977 
No. 3 May the Force Be With You July, 1977 
No. 4 It's All Here in the HFP October, 1977 
1978 HFP, volume 10 
No. 1 It's All Here in the HFP (2) January, 1978 
No. 2 Let Life Begin Now April, 1978 
No. 3 Read This and Smile July, 1978 
1987 HFP, volume 11 (vol. 18 on publication) 
No. 1 To Hell with the Devil January, 1987 
No. 2 I Felt Like My Guts Were Coming Out April, 1987 
No. 3 God Is My Get High July, 1987 
1988 HFP, volume 12 (vol. 19 on publication) 
No. 1 God Told Us to Go, Go, Go January, 1988 
No. 2  Surfing Meant More to Me September? 1988 
2004 HFP 
 35th Anniversary Issue This Could be the Last Time 2004 
1972 JP, volume 1   
No. 1 Victory for Jesus in Scandinavia Winter 1972 
No. 2 World Revival Spring 1972 
No. 3 Philippine Outreach Summer 1972 
No. 4 Reaching Out in Jesus' Love Autumn 1972 
1973 JP, volume 2 
No. 1 Witness It Winter 1973 
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No. 2 Jesus Spring 1973 
No. 3 One Way - His Way Summer 1973 
No. 4 Rico 1953-1973 Autumn 1973 
1974 JP, volume 3 
No. 1 Teaching and Training Special Edition 
1979 Visit, volume 1 
No. 1 Happy New You January, 1979 
No. 2 I've Been Born Again April, 1979 
1980 Visit, volume 2 
No. 1 Hello Friend January, 1980 
HFP Upper Midwest Edition (Hopkins, Minn.) 
  Let the Son Shine In!  undated 
  Because the Lord is My Shepherd undated 
 Help Me Jesus undated 
Vol. 4, no. 3 How Now Chairman Mao? March, 1972 
Vol. 4, no. 4 And It Shall Be April, 1972 
Vol. 4, no. 5 I Don't Know Where I Am Going May, 1972 
Vol. 4, no. 6 I've Got Time June, 1972 
Vol. 4, no. 7 Not a Religion, a Relationship July, 1972 
Vol. 4, no. 9 One Way Jesus September, 1972 
HFP Swedish Edition 
  I’ve Found New Life June? 1972 
HFP Ohio Edition (Cleveland, Ohio) (see Oversized Archived Periodicals) 
 Thank You Jesus   November, 1971 
 Occult and Mysticism or Jesus? January, 1972 
 Lonely February/March 1972 
 There Is Neither Jew Nor Greek May 1972 
 If You Only Knew June 1972 
 For God So Loved the World August 1972 
 Yield… Witch… Séance September 1972 
 Don’t You Realize How Patient He Is October 1972 
 Mental Health undated 
 Relationships undated 
 I Am the Good Shepherd undated 
 Counterfeits undated 
 Jesus Is the Light undated 
 Jesus At His Name Every Knee undated 
 
Box 3: Duane Pederson’s Books 
Jesus People (first printing 1971) 
Jesus People (with Bob Owen) (fifth printing 1971) 
Jesusfolket (Swedish edition of Jesus People) (1972) 
Jesus Is Alive and Well (by Bob Owen with Duane Pederson) (1972) 
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On Lonely Street with God (1973) 
Going Sideways (with Helen Kooiman) (1974) 
Hold Me Close, Lord Jesus (1974) 
Day of Miracles (with Helen Kooiman) (1975) 
How to Establish a Jail and Prison Ministry: A Basic Training Guide (forward by Corre ten 
Boom) (1979) 
Let the Little Children Come: True Stories of Duane Pederson and his Ministry to Hungry 
Children (1983) 
One Way Out (1989)  
Orthodox Christian Journey: Book One: A Journal of the Ancient Message Alive Today (1994). 
Orthodox Christian Catechism: A Basic Instructional Guide to the Ancient Christian Faith (ed.) 
(1997). Jack Sparks served on the editorial review board) 
Orthodox Christian Journey (1997).  
Prison Ministry Training Guide  (1998).  
Orthodox Christian Prayerbook (ed) .(1998).  
Orthodox Christian Readings (ed.) (1999). 
 
Box 4: Pederson and HFP Articles and Manuscripts 
Folder Item Note 
1-2 Materials for Volume 18, issue 1 of 
the Hollywood Free Paper 
Includes priority list for publication, drafts of 
articles, and ads 
3-4 Materials for Volume 18, issue 2 of 
the Hollywood Free Paper 
Includes priority list for publication, drafts of 
articles, ads, photos, and a letter and photo from 
Leanne Golliher with article draft 
5 Materials for Volume 18, issue 3 of 
the Hollywood Free Paper 
Includes priority list for publication, drafts of 
articles, and ads 
6 Materials for Volume 18, issue 4 of 
the Hollywood Free Paper 
Includes priority list for publication, drafts of 
articles, and ads 
7-8 Materials for Volume 19, issue 1 of 
the Hollywood Free Paper 
Includes priority list for publication, drafts of 
articles, and ads 
9 Materials for Volume 19, issue 2 of 
the Hollywood Free Paper 
Includes priority list for publication, drafts of 
articles, and ads 
10 Materials for Volume 19, issue 3 of 
the Hollywood Free Paper 
Includes draft of an article 
11 Ninety Four Percent Was Not 
Enough by Wendell Burton 
Draft of article for HFP issue 578 (1977) 
12 The Bloody Truth by Paul Johnson Draft of article for HFP New Year’s issue (1972), 
author photo, and article clipping 
13 Untitled Article by Dave Anderson Draft of article for HFP 
14 Poetry by Martin Weiss Cover letter and 14 unpublished poems submitted 
to Duane Pederson 
15 Waiting by Karen Sundquist Unpublished poem submitted to Duane Pederson 
(1987) 
16 Poetry by Rev. Kurt Hardy Four unpublished poems submitted to Duane 
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Pederson (c.1989) 
17 Poetry by LaVerne Hollipeter Two unpublished poems submitted to Duane 
Pederson  
18 Articles by D. J. Danenberg Two unpublished articles submitted to Duane 
Pederson 
19 “HFP Book 201 Releases” Publication release forms for HRP and related 
photos, including Ken Henderson 
20 Articles relating to Prison Ministry Drafts of three articles and two cover letters from 
William Needham 
21 Notes, Topics, and Thoughts for 
GANGS Notebook 
 
22 Life Is Just a Bowl Full of Cherries By Duane Pederson 
23 Hold Me Close, Lord Jesus Manuscript 
24 A Memorandum from God May be by Duane Pederson 
 
Box 5: Mock-ups 
Hollywood Free Paper mock-ups  
Orthodox Christian Journey mock-up 
 
 
Series 2 
Box 6: Correspondence 
Folder Item Note Date # 
1 Barajas, Augie & Mary Pastors of Victory Outreach Church of 
Hollywood, and Manuel Aguilera, regarding 
Duane Pederson’s support 
1989-1990 4 
2 Biehl, Bobb & Cheryl Four handwritten notes and board meeting 
minutes clipped to letter 
1985-
1986. 
1 
3 Bigg, Jeannie Two Christmas letters, two notes, and a clipped 
article, 1985-1986 
1985-1986 4 
4 Brown, Bill President of World Wide Pictures 1990 1 
5 Cade, Kay Regarding Venice Church 1990 1 
6 Carr, Michael  1978 1 
7 Colon, Jose Prisoner letter 1986 1 
8 Donna Wife of prisoner 1985 1 
9 Eaton, Dave Flessing & Flessing, regarding publication of 
One Way Out 
1989 3 
10 Gust, Marlaine  1988 1 
11 Hinkle, John  1989 1 
12 Johnson, Albert E. Prison ministry 1986 1 
13 Kuhlman, Kathryn  1972 6 
14 Levering, Dick & Janice Card by Duane Pederson to Leverings (his 
sister), describing enclosed photocopied letter, 
1983 2 
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perhaps by Jack Sparks 
15 Mahan, Eddie Classmate from Baptist Bible College 1978-1979 2 
16 Maltie, Margery 1980-1981 1980-1981 2 
17 McClure, Chris, 
Raymond, & Danielle 
 1981-1982 4 
18 McCrossan, Don & 
Marguerete 
 1979,1986 2 
19 Miles, Bill inc. Dan Stalinksi regarding Bill Miles 1984-1986 3 
20 Mustoe, Miles  1981 1 
21 Northwest Community 
Church Missions 
Committee 
Robert Dodson and Miles Fagerlie regarding 
Pederson support, Phoenix, Arizona 
1988-1991 3 
22 Nyberg, Dorothea Donation 1979 1 
23 Pullinger, Jackie Ministry letter 1980 1 
24 Radachy, Judy Holy Ghost Repair Service 1989 1 
25 Randy Visit to Hillcrest Christian College, college 
brochure 
1989 1 
26 Rosewell, Pam and 
Lotte Reimeringer 
Christians Incorporated, Ministries of Corrie ten 
Boom, regarding ten Boom’s recovery 
1979 1 
27 Starr, Carl inc. membership registration, funeral service 
program, and record of funeral service 
1980 1 
28 Steinwand, Randy Pastor of Parkdale Missionary Church, Alberta 1986 1 
29 Strobel, Jerry  1985 1 
30 Cripe, Ted & Kay Letter and greeting card (Pederson’s sister) 1986 1 
31 Turner, Ron Letter and door flyer 1989 1 
32 Warren, James Prisoner’s 32-page testimony 1978 1 
33 Whitney, Clark & Gail  1985 1 
34 Wirt, Sherwood Eliot  1978 1 
35 HFP letters to editor/ 
donations 
Beth Mouchan, Karen, Donald Derksen, “Why 
Death?” by Ray Bock, draft of support letter, 
letters to/from Janice Levering of the Minn HFP 
1972-1973 12 
36 Letters of endorsement 
for Duane Pederson 
Masterplanning: Gordon Bacon, John Boone, Pat 
Boone, Bill Brown, Bryn Carlson, M.R. Craig, 
Larry Dewitt, Leonard Dewitt, Ted Engstrom, 
Ken Geiger, Harry Howard, Helen Kooiman 
Hosier, Sammy Lee, Roger Minor, Stanley 
Mooneyham, Pat Shaughnessy, Donald Taylor, 
Bob Yerkes 
1980 18 
37 Greeting cards Assorted greeting cards to Duane Pederson  20 
38-
41 
Letterhead & stationery For Duane Pederson’s ministry, mock-ups of 
stationery, Key 73, and general Jesus People 
stationery. 
  
42 Address book Inc. several photos, notes, newspaper clippings c. 1967  
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Series 3 
Box 7: Jesus People, Missionary Church, and Children’s Ministry 
Folder Item Date Note 
1-10 Jesus People   
1 Jesus People ministry support letters 1970  
2 Jesus People ministry support letters 1971 inc. letter from Pat Boone 
3 Jesus People ministry support letters 1972  
4 Jesus People ministry support letters 1973  
5 Jesus People ministry support letters 1974  
6 Jesus People ministry support letters 1975  
7 Jesus People Advisory Cabinet 
meetings 
1971-1975 inc. handwritten meeting notes 
(from first Jesus People meeting), 
minutes of Advistory Cabinet 
8 Jesus People Finances and Appeals 1970s  
9 Jesus People Finances/Foundations 1970s  
10 Jesus People Event Publicity 1970s  
11-16 Missionary Church   
11 Missionary Church 1975-1975 Venice Bible Church, ordination 
12 Missionary Church 1979-1985 Pastoring in Venice, VCC bylaws 
13 Missionary Church 1986-1989 Missionary Church evangelist 
14 Missionary Church 1990 Monthly ministry reports, 
correspondence from John Moran 
15 Missionary Church 1991 Monthly ministry reports, 
Pederson’s withdrawal from 
Missionary Church 
16 Missionary Church   
17 Venice Christian Community 
Publicity 
  
18-23 Children’s Ministry   
18 Children’s Mission   
19 Christmas for Kids   
20 Prison Ministry Ads 1976-1979  
21 Prison Ministry Business Cards Date 
Unknown 
 
22-23 Prison Ministry: International 
Christian Ministries 
1977 Original order maintained. 
Bobb Biehl, Prison Inreach 
 
 
Box 8: Prison Ministries and Duane Pederson Ministries 
Folder Item Date Note 
1-10 Prison Ministry   
1 Congress of Prison Ministries 1978  
2 Prison Volunteers Training Manual 1978 c. 1 
16 
 
3 Prison Volunteers Training Manual 1978 c. 2 
4 Association of Christian Prison 
Workers 
1978-
1979 
Includes address list for chaplains 
5 “Hello Friend” 1979-
1980 
27 form letters to prisoners by 
Duane Pederson 
6 ACCW Membership 1981  
7 Separation sheet: Christian Prison 
Volunteers Team Report 
 Located in archived periodicals 
8 Prison Ministry Mailings   
9 Prison Ministry Staff Responsibilities  Circa 1980 
10 Prison Ministry Training: Instructor’s 
Guidelines 
 Date Unknown 
11-19 Duane Pederson Ministries   
11 Separation sheet: Family Letter 1982-
1987 
Located in archived periodicals 
12 Forms and Minutes Circa 
1983 
inc. discussion of ministry name 
change 
13 General Ledger 1983 Monthly income statements 
14 How You Can Establish an Inner-City 
Children’s Ministry 
c. 1983-
1984 
Training manual 
c.1 
15 How You Can Establish an Inner-City 
Children’s Ministry 
c. 1983-
1984 
Training manual 
c.2 differs slightly from c.1 
inc. Retreat Planning Made Easy 
by Shirley Harman 
16 Christmas Letters 1985-
1988 
 
17 Sign Date 
Unkown 
 
18 Publicity: Cry, Smile, Cheer Date 
Unknown 
 
19 Publicity mock-ups Date 
Unknown 
 
 
Box 8a: Prison Ministries and Duane Pederson Ministries  
Folder Item Date Note 
1 -3 Duane Pederson Ministries   
1-3 Masterplanning Associates Date 
Unknown 
Consultants for Pederson’s various 
ministries 
 
Box 9: Duane Pederson Ministries 
Duane Pederson Ministries publicity mockups 
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Box 10: Duane Pederson Ministries 
Duane Pederson Ministries publicity mockups 
 
Box 11: Ministries 
Framed Let the Little Children Come 
Orthodox Christian Prison Ministry 
 
 
Series 4 
Box 12: Jesus People 1970s Photos 
Folder Item Date 
1-2 Concerts and Musicians   
3 Rallies  
4 Beach Baptisms  
5-7 Gatherings Gathering Place, Riverside  
8 Hollywood Free Paper distribution  
9-10 Duane Pederson   
11-12 Portraits  
13 Logos  
14 Places and Landmarks  
15 Burkes, O’Ella and Pam Rosewell  
16 Burns, Don c. 1969-1970 
17 London, Jean: USO Show c. 1969-1970 
18 Salt Company, Hollywood Presbyterian Church c. 1969 
19 Jesus March with E.V. Hill 1969 
20 Bible Study at Duane Pederson’s House c. 1970 
21 Circus and Magic 1970 
22 Coffee House in Sylmar c. 1970 
23 Disneyland Event c. 1970 
24 Hollywood House at Vine and Fountain c. 1970 
25 La Cresenta Gathering c. 1970 
26 Pat Boone and Duane Pederson c. 1970 
27 Second Chapter of Acts c. 1970 
28 Street Evangelism—Beat-Up Preacher c. 1970 
29 Sunshine Sisters (includes Sharon, Linda, and Judy Peck) c. 1970 
30 Swap Meets c. 1970 
31 Latin American Bible Institute (AG) c. 1970-1971 
32 New Orleans c. 1970-1971 
33 Surfing and Beaches c. 1970-1971 
34 Jesus People 1970s  
35 Contact Sheets  
36 Photo Negatives  
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Box 13:  Festival Concerts, Palladium, 1970-1971, Photos 
Folder Item Date 
1 Festival Concert Photos—Palladium 1970-1971 
2-4 1st Festival Concert  1970 
5-7 2nd Festival Concert 1971 
8-10 3rd Festival Concert  2/25/71 
11 4th Festival Concert  3/26/71 
12-13 5th  Festival Concert  4/18/71 
14 6th Festival Concert  5/28/71 
15 Negatives and Contact Sheets 1970-1971 
 
 
Box 14: Jan-Apr 1971 Photos 
Folder Item Date 
1-2 Rose Bowl Parade  1/1/71 
3-4 Sacramento Spiritual Revolution Day  2/13/71 
5-7 Berkeley—Jack Sparks and Christian World Liberation Front   2/16/71 
8 Van Nuys March and Santa Monica Baptism  2/20/71 
9 Bible Study  2/26/71 
10 Hollywood Free Paper, Hollywood Blvd  3/6/71 
11 Hollywood Free Paper Office Staff  1971 
12 Hollywood Free Paper—Lompoc Ave Correctional Facility c. 1971 
13 Hollywood Free Paper  11/71 
14 Baptism—Will Rogers Beach  3/21/71 
15 Baptism—Will Rogers Beach  Summer 1971 
16-18 Baptism  3/28/71 
19 Hollywood Bowl  Easter 1971 
20 Teenage Fair, Palladium, Hollywood  Easter week 1971 
21 Hal Lindsay—Kentucky Faith in LA  4/1/71 
22 Baptism and Wedding  4/18/71 
 
Box 15: 1971-1972 Photos 
Folder Item Date 
1 Embassy Concert  6/29/71 
2 Culver City Festival  7/6/71 
3-4 San Quentin with Corrie ten Boom  9/71 
5 Anson Ford Ampitheatre  c. 1971 
6 Baptism—Malibu c. 1971 
7 Bobby and Kathy Romo  c. 1971 
8 Children of God c. 1971 
9 Church in the Park with Ron Turner, Azusa c. 1971 
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10-11 Duane Pederson Publicity Photos c. 1971 
12 Fullerton—Mini-Concert c. 1971 
13 Jesus Motorcycle—Eddie Pall c. 1971 
14 La Habra—Vine c. 1971 
15 Lindquist, Frank and Irene c. 1971 
16 Long Beach Concert, (Long Beach III) c. 1971 
17 McPheeters, Charles and Judy (Charles died of cancer; Judy 
married Ron Radachy) 
c. 1971 
18 Norman, Larry c. 1971 
19 San Diego March (includes an article about the march) c. 1971 
20 Santa Barbara Concert c. 1971 
21 Santa Barbara Outreach  Easter week 1971 
22 San Clemente—“Hacienda” c. 1971 
23 Soda Pop Saviors c. 1971 
24 Stillwater, Oklahoma (Duane Pederson’s Minneapolis Rec.) c. 1971 
25 Street Park Witnessing, Socal c. 1971 
26 Tucson   c. 1971 
27-28 Tucson 1972 
29 Wedding, Robby & Suzi Lopez c. 1971 
30 Asia—Indonesia and Singapore,  c. 1971-1972 
31-33 Asia—Philippines—Manila,  c. 1971-1972 
34-35 Asia—Philippines and Hong Kong  c. 1971-1972 
36 Asia—Hong Kong March 1972 
 
Box 16: 1971-1972 Photos 
Folder Item Date 
1 Billboard Norwalk, CA c. 1971-1972 
2 Cincinnati, OH c. 1971-1972 
3 Convention—Greater Los Angeles Assoc. of Sunday Schools, 
(includes Frank Linquist, Negatives) 
c. 1971-1972 
4 Handcuff Photos—Robert Rogers, Chaplain Phil Wagner 
(Chicago) 
c. 1971-1972 
5 Jesus People Houses (includes photos of the House of Peter, 
House of David, House of Rebecca, House of Hanna, 
Discipleship House in Fullerton) 
c. 1971-1972 
6 Las Vegas, Nevada Festival c. 1971-1972 
7-8 “Lonely” Photos, #1 c. 1971-1972 
9 Maranatha Coffee House c. 1971-1972 
10 Occult c. 1971-1972 
11-13 Pederson, Duane—Family Photos c. 1971-1972 
14-15 Pederson, Duane—Publicity Photos c. 1971-1972 
16 Phoenix Festival II c. 1971-1972 
17 Ruckle, Jon—Photos (includes his address) c. 1971-1972 
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18 San Diego Concert c. 1971-1972 
19 Topanga Canyon, CA Concert c. 1971-1972 
20 Training Session, Interview, Duane Pederson 1971-1972 
21 Van Nuys CA Concert 1971-1972 
22 Venice, California—Beach and Town  c. 1971-1972 
23 Wartman College with “The Sheep” from Milwaukee c. 1971- 1972 
24 Calvary Chapel—Costa Mesa (also Bethel Tabernacle) Spring 1972 
25 Hollywood Breakfast (also Hollywood Cross) 4/12/72 
26 Fresno Festival June 1972 
27 Furndale Park, Los Angeles June 1972 
28 Scandinavia—Norway Summer 1972 
29 Scandinavia—Denmark with Brother Andrew Summer 1972 
30-34 Scandinavia—Norway, Sweden, Denmark  
 (continued in Box 17) 
Summer 1972 
 
 
Box 17: 1972-1973 Photos 
Folder Item Date 
1-8 Scandinavia—Norway, Sweden, Denmark   
(continued from Box 16) 
Summer 1972 
9-10 Devonshire Downs Concert 8/72 
11 Hollywood Free Paper—“News” Photos c. 9/72 
12 Soul’s Harbor, Minneapolis  Fall 1972 
13-17 Jesus People Gathering—Church of the Open Door 12/72 
18 Arrowhead CA c. 1972 
19 Bible Study—Hollywood Free Paper house c. 1972 
20 Duane Pederson and Parents 1972 
21 Expo 72 1972 
22-23 Kathryn Kuhlman (also Lonnie Frisbee) c. 1972   
24 Jesus People Church—Record Albums c. 1972 
25 Long Beach 1st Festival,  c. 1972 
26 Los Angeles City Hall Rally c. 1972 
27 Minnesota—Albert Lea, Howard Lake, Minneapolis  c. 1972 
28 Mother Basilea Frank, Darmstadt, Germany c. 1972 
29 South Bay Concert 1972 
 
Box 18: 1973 Photos 
Folder Item Date 
1 Hallelujah Sunshine Band, c. 1973  
2 Hong Kong – Rev. John Paul Chan, 1973  
3-10 Mid-Summer Gathering, 1973 #1  
11 Hollywood Free Paper Office Photos, 1973 (includes photos of 
Marjorie Wilcox, Sybil Salisbury, Warren Herd, Duane 
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Pederson, and Danny __) 
12 Jacumba Hot Springs, c. 1973  
13 Louch, Tony, c. 1973  
14 KEY ’73—Pat Boone, Barry Maguire  
15-16 Minneapolis (Minnetonka) 1973 
17 Minnesota Festivals 1973 
18 Pederson, Duane and Helen Kooiman Hosier—Book 
Coauthors 
c. 1973 
19-25 International Jesus People Gathering Dec. 28-31, 1973 
 
Box 19: 1974-1975 Photos 
Folder Item Date 
1 Embrey, Steve 1974 
2 Heard, Warren c. 1974 
3 Joel House  c. 1974 
4 Howard, Harry—Chaplain, San Quentin c. 1974-1975 
5 Mardi Gras, New Orleans (photos sent by Bruce, Rick, and 
Jim; includes letter about outreach) 
1974 
6-8 Los Angeles Gathering June 20-22, 1974 
9 Minneapolis Gathering June 27-29, 1974 
10 Enquirz, Omar—Venice CA  July 1974 
11 Venice Bible Church  July 28, 1974 
12 Ponca City Oklahoma August 16-17, 1974 
13 Music Awards—Queen Mary October 1974 
14 Asher, Earl (Funeral) January 1975 
15 Pederson, L.A. (Dad) January 1975 
16 Juvenile Hall Spring 1975 
17 Venice Bible Church—Last day of Duane Pederson as Pastor, 
(includes photos of Jim and Barb Dove and Sybil Salisbury) 
March 30, 1975 
18 Dove Sounds  May 1975 
19 Embrey, Steve  May 1975 
20 Dove Sounds—Minneapolis July 1975 
21-22 Pederson, Duane—Publicity Photos Summer 1975 
23-24 Burkes, O’Ella September 1975 
25 Cadena, Nick and Friends September 1975 
26 Monday, Bobby,  September 1975 
27 Prison Inreach Reception,  September 1975 
28 Dewitt, Larry,  c. 1975 
29 JESUS ’75—Union, Missouri,  1975 
30 Minneapolis 1975 
31 Robinson, Billy 1975 
 
Box 20: 1976-1979 Photos 
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Folder Item Date 
1 Johnson, Ed c. 1975-1976 
2 Aster, Barbara January 1976 
3 Angelo, Linda February 1976 
4 African-Americans—Jesus People Church February 1976 
5 Desert Photos  February 1976 
6 Garcia, Joe February 1976 
7 Hernandez, Tom February 1976 
8 Block, Brad and Bobby Yerkes July 1976 
9 Barrientos, Joe August 1976 
10 Biehl, Bob, Cheryl, kids August 1976 
11 Pederson, Duane—Birthday September 3, 1976 
12 Hollywood Free Paper Reception October 1976 
13 Mount View Bible College, Alberta  October 1976 
14 Perry, Yvonne November 1976 
15 Santillan, Henry November 1976 
16 Lee, Sammy  December 1976 
17 Hollywood Free Paper, “Pictures 1976” 1976 
18 Sylvester Stallone—Publicity Photo  1976 
19 Porte, Pat; Tim Paynter; Tom Brown February 1977 
20 Sanchez, Ernie and Tony Latureu February 1977 
21 San Francisco—Healing Service  February 1977 
22 Hollywood Free Paper March 1977 
23 Berends, Tim August 1977 
24 Folsom Prison August 1977 
25 Hollywood House, (includes Kleg Seth, Tim Berends, 
Armundo Bernstein, Jeff Coates (Beau), Jack __ 
August 1977 
26 Jesus March August 1977 
27 Hollywood Sign (Duane Pederson) September 1977 
28 Street Ministry, Witnessing, (includes Glenn Adkins, Lynn 
Schubert with Family, Diane) 
September 1977 
29 Lompoc Fall 1977 
30 Thompson, Ron and Danny Stalinski December 1977 
31 Burton, Wendell (wrote a Hollywood Free Paper article) c. 1977 
32 La Madrid, John 1977-1978 
33 Hollywood Cross  May 1978 
34 Maldonado, Robert and Daniel Mendez,  July 1978 
35 Tuttle Lake Retreat, (John Bishop)  July 1978 
36-41 Banff, Canada, #1 (includes Randy Steinwand, IYC, President 
of Calgary Christian College and Linette Steinwand)  
November 1978 
42 San Quentin, Christmas 1978 (includes Oella Burkes)  
43 Duane Pederson—Publicity Photos, c. 1978-1979  
44 Hollywood Fire, January 1979  
45 Mata, Anthony, March 1979 (also Hollywood Fire, February  
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1979) 
 
Box 21: Prison Ministry Photos 
Note: Select folders are restricted until one year after the repose of Father Duane Pederson. 
 
Folder Item Date 
1-17 Association of Christian Prison Workers (includes Corrie ten 
Boom) 
c. 1978-1979 
18 Corrie ten Boom and Duane Pederson August 1978 
19 Bill Brown—Corrie ten Boom Photos (includes letter from Bill 
Brown regarding photos) 
June 26, 1979 
20 Leavenworth and Association of Christian Prison Workers 
(includes Chaplain Manny Craig) 
 
21 Lompoc Trip with Oella Burkes  
22 Lompoc Baptisms Restricted 
23 Lompoc (includes Oella Burkes, Sammy Lee)  c. 1974, Restricted 
24-25 Prison Baptisms Restricted 
26 Prison Photos Restricted 
27 Prison Postcards (Alcatraz, San Quentin, Federal Medical 
Center, Arizona State Prison, Leavenworth)  
 
 
Box 22: Venice Church, 1970s-1980s, and Children’s Ministry Photos 
Folder Item Date 
1 Venice c. 1973 
2 Venice 1979 
3-12 Venice Christian Community (includes Don Taylor, 
Missionary Church District Superintendent; cruise with Jack 
Ong and wife in June 1983; Jerry Angles and Scotty Riggs) 
 
13-16 Venice Christian Community Kids Camping (some near Ojai)  
17-18 Venice Christian Community Kids Camping c. 1983 
19 Venice Christian Community Kids’ Christmas c. 1984 
20-25 Children’s Ministry  
26-27 Children’s Ministry 1991 
28-29 Children’s Ministry—Project Mexico  
  
Box 23: Hollywood Free Paper, 1980s, and Miscellaneous Photos 
Folder Item Date 
1 Burkes, O’Ella  
2 Collected Publicity Photos  
3-4 Hawaii  
5 Hollywood Free Paper—Mark Hartman 1988 
6 Hollywood Free Paper—Manuel Aguilera  
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7-11 Hollywood Free Paper V. 18  1987 
12 Hollywood Free Paper V. 19:1 (Cynthia McClenahan, Gilbert 
Miranda, Joe Almeida, Rocky & Ros McKinley, Ron 
Hernandez, Ron Radachy) 
March 1988 
13 Hollywood Free Paper Photos  
14 Hollywood Free Paper Photos/Word on the Street  
15-20 Misc. Photos  
21-22 Misc. Negatives  
 
Box 24: Photo CDs 
Disc Item Date Number 
1 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive  1969-1970  
2 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1971 1 of 2 
3 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive  1971 2 of 2 
4 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1971-1972  
5 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1972 1 of 2 
6 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1972 2 of 2 
7 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1973  
8 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1974  
9 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1975  
10 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1976  
11 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1977  
12 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1978  
13 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1979  
14 Hollywood Free Paper Photo Archive 1970s  
 HFP Photo Archive File 1 
David Di Sabatino photo request select 
photos possible for publishing 
  
 
Box 25: Oversized Framed Photos 
Children’s Ministry 
Corrie ten Boom and Duane Pederson (2 photos) 
Father Sam Gantt and Duane Pederson 
Hands of Hope Board Meeting, Feb. 2002 
O’Ella Burkes and Duane Pederson at San Quentin 
Teenagers 
 
Box 26: Oversized Framed Photos 
Children’s Ministry (7 photos) 
Children’s Ministry with Duane Pederson 
Kathryn Kuhlman and Duane Pederson 
Linda Meissner, Duane Pederson, and Jack Sparks 
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Box 27: Oversized Photos  
Folder Item Note 
1-13 Photos and materials used for publications (Hollywood 
Free Paper 1980s) 
 
14 Miscellaneous photos Large, unmounted prints 
15 Duane Pederson in the fringe jacket (2 photos) Photo posters 
16 Duane Pederson with unidentified Jesus People (3 photos) Photo posters 
17 Palladium marquee: First Annual Jesus People Festival  Photo poster 
18 Palladium concert Photo poster 
19 Duane Pederson and reporters at a Jesus People gathering Photo poster 
20 Duane Pederson baptizing a man at the beach Photo poster 
21 Jesus People/Hollywood Free Paper staff Photo poster 
22 Corrie ten Boom and Duane Pederson (3 sheets) Poster-sized contact sheets 
 
Box 28: Oversized Photos and Posters 
Photo posters (8) 
Jesus People posters (29) 
Children’s summer camp photo collages (2) 
 
 
Series 5 
Box 29: Original Hollywood Free Paper Artwork 
Hollywood Free Paper original artwork (also includes related photos) 
 
Box 30: Original Artwork 
Hollywood Free Paper original artwork (also includes related photos) 
Jesus People book covers 
 
Box 31: Clothing 
Fringed leather jacket 
Fringed Bible 
Mickey Mouse watch 
 
Box 32: Clothing 
I Could Dance in the Streets Just Knowing Jesus Love Me t-shirt 
Jesus Christ is the One Way to Heaven HFP sweatshirt (2) 
Jesus Loves Me for the Bible Tells Me So HFP t-shirt 
We Love You Daddy photo sweatshirt 
 
Box 33: Bumper stickers 
 
Box 34: Buttons and Memorabilia 
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Jesus People buttons 
One Way patch 
One Way wood sculpture 
One Way medal 
Miscellaneous memorabilia 
 
Box 35: Memorabilia 
License plate holder 
Piece of the floor from Leavenworth Penitentiary 
Memento from San Quentin 
Glass cross 
 
Box 36: Awards 
For participation in special recognition to Corrie ten Boom, 1978 
House of Mercy 
Certificate of Appreciation, California State Prison, 1976 
Laymen’s National Bible Committee Citation of Appreciation, 1972 
 
Box 37: Awards and Scrapbook 
Framed Hollywood Free Paper cover 
Framed Time magazine cover of the Jesus People 
Scrapbook from the Catacombs in Puerto Rico 
 
Box 38: Scrapbook 
 
Box 39: Photocopied Scrapbook 
 
Box 40: Scrapbook 
 
 
Series 6 
Box 41 
Reel to Reel  Prison Ministry 
 
Box 42 
Reel to Reel  Prison Ministry 
 
Box 43 
Reel to Reel  Prison Ministry 
 
Box 44 
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Reel to Reel 
 
Box 45 
Reel to Reel 
Video 
 
Box 46 
Video Jesus People Pilot 
 
Box 47 
Records  
Slides 
 
Box 48 
Slides 
 
Box 49 
Slides 
Cassettes 
Cronk, Dr. 
Malcomb 
2nd International Jesus People Gathering Dec 28-31, 1973 
Durkin, Jim Preparation for the Offices of the Lord JD-19; Radiance Tapes 
Durkin, Jim Restoration of the Offices of the Church JD-17; Radiance Tapes 
Graham Palladium 4-23-71 
Jesus People 
International 
Testimonies from the 2nd International Jesus 
People Gathering 
Dec 28-31, 1973 
 Jesus People Radio #4  
 Nyhemsveckan: Fredag 15.30- Sessionen  
 Nyhemsveckan: Fredagens Kvallsmote 7-72 
 Nyhemsveckan: Sondagens Avslutningsmote 72-12 
Mustoe, Miles  Two orange tapes, note 
Pederson, 
Duane 
Easter Easter-March 1970 
Christian Training Center, 
Ed Hill 
Pederson, 
Duane 
GMAE Prayer Breakfast Sep 24, 1971 
Pederson, 
Duane 
Interview by Duane Pederson, Hollywood 
Presbyterian Church 
 
Pederson, 
Duane 
Meditation Part 2 6-2-77 
S.F. 
Pederson, 
Duane 
Prime Time America 3-16-84 
Moody Broadcasting Program 
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Pederson, 
Duane 
Prison Outreach Ministries Men’s Fellowship Feb 15, 1979 
Ventura Missionary Church 
Pederson, 
Duane 
Venice Christian Community Sunday 
Worship Service 
10-21-84 
Scriptures: Revelation 11-17 
Pederson, 
Duane 
World Vision Chapel May 26, 1971 
Pederson, 
Duane 
 4-12-72 
Pederson, 
Duane 
 May 3/87 AM 
Music: Heather Traub 
Pederson, 
Duane 
 May 3/87 
Music Cam Traub 
Pederson, 
Duane 
 30.9.1997 
Ross, Dick 1. Kingdom Principles of Self-Image Church on the Way 
Ross, Dick 2. Kingdom Principles of Emotion and 
Health; Praise and Maturity 
Church on the Way 
Ross, Dick 3. Kingdom Principles of Personality and 
Motivational Need 
Church on the Way 
Ross, Dick 4. Kingdom Principles for Right 
Relationships 
Church on the Way 
 
 
Box 50 
Cassettes   
Cronk, Malcomb 2nd International Jesus People Gathering Cassette Master 
Dec 28-31, 1973 
4 copies 
Ellingwood, 
Herb, Mike 
Khaled, John 
Nichels 
Congress of Prison Ministries, Special 
Attorney General State of California, 
“Your Turn” 
1978 
Tape 2 
Ellingwood, 
Herb, Mike 
Khaled, Chaplain 
John Nichels 
Congress of Prison Ministries 
“Your Turn” continued 
1978 
Tape 3 
Gay, Steven  Songs by a prisoner 
Hackett, Paul 
and Gary 
Wilburn 
2nd International Jesus People Gathering  Cassette Master 
Dec 28-31, 1973 
5 copies 
Howard, Harry, 
Fred Silber 
Congress of Prison Ministries 1978 
Tape 7 
Jesus People 
International 
Testimonies from the 2nd International Jesus 
People Gathering 
Dec 28-31, 1973 
8 copies 
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Levin, Sven and 
Lloyd Torgerson 
2nd International Jesus People Gathering Cassette Master 
Dec 28-31, 1973 
5 copies 
Long, Kermit 
and Brant Reed 
2nd International Jesus People Gathering Cassette Master 
5 copies 
Mathre, Larry, 
Joyce Lansdorf, 
Phil Wagner 
Congress of Prison Ministries 1978 
Mitchell, Johnny Prison Workers’ Seminar 
Johnny Mitchell Interviewing 
3 Nov 
Ortez, Jim and 
Dr. Stan 
Mooneyham 
2nd International Jesus People Gathering Cassette Master 
Dec 28-31, 1973 
5 copies 
Pederson, Duane 2nd International Jesus People Gathering Dec 28-31, 1973 
3 copies 
Pederson, Duane Address to Hollywood Chamber of 
Commerce 
11/12/71 
Pederson, Duane, 
Bill McCoy, 
Corrie ten Boom, 
Jim Collier 
Congress of Prison Ministries:  
Opening prayer, welcome 
1978 
Pederson, Duane Demo Tape #1 Jesus People Radio  
Pederson, Duane Demo Tape #2 Jesus People Radio  
Pederson, Duane Demo Tape #3 Jesus People Radio  
Pederson, Duane Demo Tape #4 Gathering Promo  
Jesus People Radio 
 
Pederson, Duane Mt. View Bible College 10-18-76 
Mon pm 
Pederson, Duane Mt. View Bible College 10-19-76 
Tues. am and pm 
Pederson, Duane Mt. View Bible College 10-20-76 
Wed am 
Pederson, Duane Mt. View Bible College 10-21-76 
Thurs am 
Pederson, Duane Mt. View Bible College 10-22-76 
Fri pm 
Pederson, Duane Mt. View Bible College 
Meditation class 
10-22-76 
Pederson, Duane Prison Outreach Ministries Men’s 
Fellowship 
Feb 15, 1979 
Ventura Missionary Church 
[Pederson, 
Duane] 
VCC [Venice Christian Community] 4/20/80 
Pederson , Duane Venice Christian Community 
Thursday Worship Service: Stress 
1-27-83 
Pederson, Duane Venice Christian Community 7-17-83 
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Sunday Worship Service Scriptures: James 1-5, Jude 
Pederson, Duane Venice Christian Community 9-11-83 
Daniel 7-13 
[Pederson, 
Duane] 
VCC [Venice Christian Community] 4-29-84 
[Pederson, 
Duane] 
VCC [Venice Christian Community] 
Sunday Worship/Thursday Worship 
3-17-85 
3-21-85 
Ross, Dick 1. Kingdom Principles of Self-Image Church on the Way 
Ross, Dick 2. Kingdom Principles of Emotion and 
Health: Praise and Maturity 
Church on the Way 
Ross, Dick 4. Kingdom Principles for Right 
Relationships 
Church on the Way 
Stipe, Tom Parable of the Sower  
Ten Boom, 
Corrie 
Congress of Prison Ministries  
Unity in Prayer 
Visual Aids, Midi Message, Questions and 
Answers 
1978 
Tape 8 
Ten Boom, 
Corrie 
Congress of Prison Ministries 1978 
Tape 9 
Wagner, Phil, 
Don Severson, 
Harry Howard 
Congress of Prison Ministries 
Corrie continued 
Selected Music to End 
1978 
Tape 6 
 2nd International Jesus People Gathering Cassette Master 
Music and Testimonies 
 B.G. Kiwanis International Jun 28, 1971 
S.F. 
 Growth Group Leadership Training Part 1 9/26/81 
The Calvary Community 
 Testimonies from the 2nd International Jesus 
People Gathering 
Dec 28-31, 1973 
27 copies 
Master Tape 
DVD   
Pederson, Duane Duane Pederson DVD  
 
 
Series 7 
Box 51: Books A-C 
Applegarth, Margaret.  Twelve Baskets Full. 
Biehl, Bobb.  Masterplanning. 
Biehl, Bobb.  Mentoring. 
Bosworth, F.F.  Christ the Healer. 
Cox, James.  The Minister’s Manual 2004. 
Cox, James.  The Minister’s Manual 2005. 
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Cox, James.  The Minister’s Manual 2006. 
Cox, ,James.  The Minister’s Manual 2007. 
 
Box 52: Books C-H 
Crabtree, T.T.  Pastor’s Annual 2005. 
Crabtree, T.T.  Pastor’s Annual 2007. 
Craddock, Fred.  Preaching Through the Christian Year. 
Frodsham, Stanley Howard. Smith Wigglesworth: Apostle of Faith. 
Goodrick, Edward W.  The NIV Complete Concordance. 
Gottry, Steve. Spirit of the Tocayo. 
Halley, Henry Hampton.  Halley’s Bible Handbook. 
 Holy Week: Volume 1. 
 Holy Week: Volume 2. 
 
Box 53: Books L-M 
Ledkovsky, Boris.  Great Vespers. 
 The Liturgy of the Presanctified Gifts. 
Morgan, Robert.  Nelson’s Annual Preacher’s Sourcebook 
(2005). 
Morgan, Robert.  Nelson’s Annual Preacher’s Sourcebook 
(2006). 
Morgan, Robert.  Nelson’s Annual Preacher’s Sourcebook 
(2007). 
Mosser, David.  Abingdon Preaching Annual 2006. 
Mosser, David.  Abingdon Preaching Annual 2007. 
 
Box 54: Books M-W 
Murray, Andrew.  Divine Healing. 
Murray, Andrew.  God’s Best Secrets. 
Murray, Andrew.  Humility. 
Murray, Andrew.  Waiting on God. 
 One Way: The Jesus People New Testament. 
 Pascha: The Resurrection of Christ. 
Peterson, John.  Great Hymns of the Faith. 
Peterson, John.  Miracle Melodies. 
Prince, Derek.  The Grace of Yielding. 
Schmidt, John.  The Jesus People. 
 Smith Wigglesworth Devotional. 
Wigglesworth, Smith.  Faith That Prevails. 
Wigglesworth, Smith.  Smith Wigglesworth on Healing. 
Wright, Dick.  Born in a Barn (comic) 
Wright, Dick.  David Fights the Giant (comic) 
Wright, Dick.  Noah’s Boat. (comic) 
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Box 55: Personal Bibles 
Christian Life: New 
Testament with the Psalms. 
  
New Testament of our Lord 
and Savior.  
  
Personal Bible.   Gift from Duane Pederson’s father and mother.   February 22, 
1948. 
Personal Bible   Gift from Duane Pederson’s father and mother.   undated 
Personal Bible.  undated 
Personal Bible. Gift from Duane Pederson’s father and mother. December 
1957. 
Bible.  “Mrs. Lawrence Pederson, Route 2, Welch 
Minnesota” 
undated 
Book of Common Prayer.  undated 
 
Box 56: Collected Materials 
Folder Item/Note Date 
1 Argonaut: “Easter, Passover Services…” 
Venice Community Church 
Apr 16, 1981 
2 Autobiography for HFP, Résumé, Photos 
Mark Hartman 
c. 1988 
3 “Christmas Is Renewal” 
Mentions HFP, Pederson, Jesus People 
c. 1970 
4 Collected Clippings 
Time: “The Jesus Revolution” 
Look: “Today’s Kids Turning to Jesus, Turning from Drugs” 
Hintergrund: “Jesus-komm!” 
Los Angeles Times: Church Communes, Services Aim for Drug-
Oriented Youth” 
The Register: “Teenagers Find Reality in Religion” 
Christianity Today: “A Gulf Spanned at Calvary” 
Herald Examiner: “Beach Baptismal Helps Save the Young” 
Independent Press Telegram: “Christianity Sees Spirited Revival 
Among the Young” 
Independent Press Telegram: “Converts Take Religion to the Streets” 
Daily Pilot: “’Turning On’ to Christianity” 
San Diego Union: “Religious Rock Turns Youth On” 
Everlasting Living Jesus Music Concert flyer 
 
Jun 21, 1971 
Feb 9, 1971 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Apr 7, 1971 
 
 
Mar 20, 1971 
Mar 19, 1971 
Jun 18 
5 Collected Clippings 
Brief clippings from various papers on Jesus People stationery 
 
6 “Coming Religious Events”  
Venice Christian Church classes and divine healing 
Apr 18-19, 
1981 
7 “Corrie ten Boom’s Prison Ministry to be Carried on by Duane c. 1979 
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Pederson” press release 
8 Decision: “Fire for Jesus” Feb 1971 
9 Ekstra Blader: “Jorgen Ryg Som Jesus Pa ABC”  
10 Emphasis: “Feature News: Founder of Jesus People Pastors Missionary 
Church” 
Sep 15, 1974 
11 Emphasis: “Loving the Unlovable” 
Cover story about Duane Pederson 
Jun 1, 1975 
12 Fredagen Den: “Jesusrorelsen” Jul 14, 1972 
13 “Gathered for God”  
14 Good News, Etc May 1988 
15 Hastings Gazette: “Students Find Satisfaction in What Jesus Christ 
Means” 
Feb 25, 1971 
16 Herald Examiner: “Thousands March for Jesus” Dec 20, 1969 
17 His Way (Soul’s Harbor) Jan-Feb 1972 
18 Hollywood Independent: “Jesus Movement Leader in ‘Nam” Mar 9, 1972 
19 Hopkins Sun: “Jesus People Have Answers”  
20 “’Jesus People’ Festivals Set”  
21 Los Angeles Times: “Blaze Sweeps Upper Floor of Building in 
Hollywood” 
Nov 1973 
22 Los Angeles Times: “Jesus People Adapt Underground’s Tactics” Jan 2, 1971 
23 Los Angeles Times: Jesus People Hated, Hailed Mar 19, 1972 
24 Los Angeles Times: “Pat Boone Disciplined by Church” Mar 28, 1971 
25 Los Angeles Times: “Writer Sees Showdown for ‘Jesus People’” Nov 14, 1971 
26 Minneapolis Star: “’Jesus Revolution’ Moves into Area May 8, 1971 
27 Minneapolis Star: “Streets Green Pastures for ‘Jesus People’” Feb 3, 1971 
28 Minneapolis Tribune: “’Jesus People’ Find the Way” Oct 29, 1972 
29 Minneapolis Tribune: “Teenagers Find Some Answers in Words of Lord” Nov 29, 1971 
30 Minneapolis Tribune: “The Jesus People” Jan 9, 1972 
31 Minneapolis Tribune: “Venice, California” Nov 11, 1979 
32 Minnetonka Sun: “Jesus People: Old-Time Religion in  New Package” Jul 13, 1972 
33 Minnetonka Sun: “Turning On with Jesus” Jul 8, 1971 
34 Moody Monthly: “Our Nation as They See It” Jul-Aug 1972 
35 Muncie Star: “Jesus Movement Editor Attracts Big Crowds” Mar 31, 1971 
36 Niew Leven: “Jezus Revolutie” Nov 1971 
37 “’On Lonely Street with God,’ He Speaks to Many”  
38 Signs of the Times: “Is the Jesus Movement Christian?” Oct 1971 
39 St. Paul Pioneer Press: “Hip Preacher Gathers Flock” Nov 29, 1971 
40 St. Paul Pioneer Press: “Prisoners Find Freedom in Conversions to Christ” Mar 21, 1976 
41 Son Riders Info Packet c. 1988 
42 Surfer: “Hot Action—Powerful Message” Jul 1988 
43 These Times: Some Questions Answered Oct 1, 1972 
44 Today: “Writer-photographer Meets Jesus People” May 2, 1971 
45 Wall Street Journal: “Hip Culture Discovers a New Trip” Mar 2, 1971 
46 “’We’re Peddling Gospel,’ Founder of Jesus People Paper Tells City  
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Ministers” 
47 Northwestern College enrollment forms 1956 
48 Jesus People Scandinavia Summer 1972 
49 Children of God flyer  
50 List of Periodicals Separated to Archived Periodicals (see below)  
 
Box 57: Jesus People Opening 
1 Jesus People addresses, lists of Jesus People to contact, and guest lists  
2 Invitation and Program from the Jesus People Opening  
3 Emails and Facebook contacts related to the Jesus People Opening  
4 Thank-you Notes after the Jesus People OPening  
5 Duane Pederson’s Reflections given at the Opening) Mark Dixon 
6 Dr. David Bundy’s Remarks given at the Opening  
7 Photos from the Opening Many more 
available 
digitally 
8 CD of the Jesus People film played at the Opening Exhibit  
9 Guest Book from the Jesus People Opening  
10 DVD film footage of the Jesus People Opening May 15, 2010 and May 
16, 2010 
9 DVDs 
11 Release forms for interviews at the Jesus People Opening  
12 The Duane Pederson, Jesus People International, and Hollywood Free 
Paper Collection Agreement (Covenant) 
November 14, 
2009 
13 Duane Pederson Interview with Larry Eskridge (two cassette tapes) Aug 2, 2002 
 
 
 
List of Periodicals Separated to Archived Periodicals 
 
Action, Illinois Area Commission on United Methodist Communications (Vol. 16, no. 2, March 
1977).  
  
Christian Prison Volunteers Team Report [Team Report], Published by Christian Prison 
Volunteers and Duane Pederson Ministries, (Nov. 1979, Jan. 1980, May 1980-Dec 1980, Feb. 
1981-Dec. 1981).  
 
Con-vine, Published by Forgotten Man Mission, Inc. (June 1979).  
 
Dagen, Published by Medieföretaget Dagengruppen (Vol. 28, no. 111, Juni 8, 1972; Vol. 28, no. 
113, Juni 10, 1972- Vol. 28, no. 127, Juli 1, 1972; Vol. 28, no. 171, Sept 1972). 
 Includes articles about Duane Pederson and the Jesus People magazine 
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Decision, Published by the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association (Vol. 12, no. 2, February 
1971). 
Includes an article about the Jesus People movement and a photo of the Hollywood Free Paper 
staff. 
 
Eldsflamman, Published in Stockholm (no. 1, 1972).  
 Includes an article about the Jesus People in Sweden with photos of Lonnie Frisbee. 
 
Emphasis on Faith and Living, Published by the Missionary Church in the United States and 
Canada (Vol. 7, no. 11, Jun 1, 1975; Vol. 10, no. 10, May 15, 1978). 
 Cover article about Duane Pederson. 
 
Eternity Magazine, Published by Evangelical Foundation (Vol. 28, no. 5, May 1977).  
 Articles about prison ministries and capital punishment. 
 
Evangelical Beacon, Published by the Evangelical Free Church of America (Vol. 46, no. 17, 
May 15, 1973). 
 
Evangelii Harold, Published by Filadelfia-Verlag (Vol. 57, no. 22-23, Maj 25, 1972. 
 Includes article about Duane Pederson and the Jesus People. 
 
Family Letter, Published by Duane Pederson Ministries (Sep. 1982-Dec. 1982, Feb. 1983-May 
1983, Jul. 1983, Nov. 1983, Jan. 1986, May 1987).  
 
Hemmets Van, Published in Sweden (Vol. 75, no. 24, Jun 8, 1972).  
 Front page article and photo of Duane Pederson.  
 
Hiding Place Magazine, Published by Christians, Inc. (Vol. 6, no. 4, Winter, 1977; Vol. 7, no. 1, 
Jan-Feb 1978; Vol. 7, no. 2, Mar-Apr 1978; Vol. 7, no. 3, May-Jun 1978; Vol. 8, no. 1, Jan-Feb 
1979; Vol. 10, no. 1, Jan-Feb 1980)  
 Corrie ten Boom’s ministry magazine. 
 
Lompoc Record. Published in Santa Barbara County (Vol. 107, no. 198, November 26, 1981).  
 Front-page article about Duane Pederson’s prison ministry. 
 
New Wine, Published by Christian Growth Ministries (Vol. 9, no. 5, May 1977).  
 Issue dedicated to prison ministry. 
 
One Way, Published by Christliches Zentrum (no. 4, 1972).  
 German Jesus People paper. 
 
Pulpit Helps, Published by AMG International (Vol. 4, no. 6, March 1979).  
 
Renaissance, Center for Christian Studies (Vol. 5, no. 4, May 1973).  
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Sanningen, Published by Jesus-Folkets (No. 4).  
 
Sveriges Fria Press, Published by Sveriges Fria Press (No. 1, 1972). 
 
Swiss Jesus People Paper, Published in Switzerland (Vol. 1, no. 1, April 1972).  
 
These Times, Published by the Southern Publishing Association of Seventh-Day Adventists (later 
The Review and Herald Pub. Association).  (Vol. 81, no. 11, October 1972). 
 Includes article: “Observations on the Jesus People” and photo of Duane Pederson. 
 
Today, Published by Harvest Publications and Gospel Light Publications (August 29, 1971).  
 Includes article about David Wilkerson’s Jesus Person Maturity Manual. 
 
Truth, Published by The Voice of Elijah (Vol. 3, no. 4, April 1972).  A Jesus Paper. 
Headline: Prison Escapee Finds Trust in Jesus.  
 
Vej (En Vej), Published in Copenhagen, Denmark by YWAM, (No. 1, 1972; No. 3, 1972). 
 
Vibrations, Published by New Testament Foundation Trust in association with Youth with a 
Mission (Vol. 1, no. 1 – Vol. 1, no. 2). 
 A Jesus Paper from England with content from Hollywood Free Paper. 
 
VIP Examiner, Published by the National Association on Volunteers in Criminal Justice (Vol. 8, 
no. 1, Winter 1979; Vol. 8, no. 4, Fall 1979). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
